
Job Description

Director of Data Insights

Department: Operations

Type: Permanent

Location: Remote in the US (EST) or Europe) 

Hours: 40 hours per week

Reports to: CEO

Salary: Competitive + bonus and stock options

Posted: May, 2021
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Our Core Values

Maximize research impact

Achieve anything with a healthy and happy team

Push boundaries through direct communication and diversity

Act responsibly and protect the data

Amaze through user-friendly and rewarding experiences

https://www.castoredc.com/
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About the role

At Castor, we’re all committed to a world with faster, smarter, medical 

research. Our cloud based software solutions are revolutionizing data 

capture for academic and commercial researchers worldwide. You’ve 

found yourself a company with a true purpose.

Our Data Insights team is the heart of Castor’s vision: making clinical 

research data reusable, a premise that is still new to our industry. As one 

of the top (decentralised) clinical trial technology providers, Castor is 

determined to continue to invest heavily in its Data and AI capabilities, 

enabling the ability to offer AI driven Clinical Trial solutions to our 300+ 

paying clients.

In this role, you will be overseeing and working with our Data Insights 

team. You will be responsible for implementing new methodologies and 

ways of working, building the team with the right expertise and 

resources, and implementing Castor data & insights strategy. Your work 

will have a massive impact on the company and the clinical trial industry: 

the more efficiently and cheaper our clients can run clinical trial studies 

by utilizing our technologies, in the end, the more lives we can save. 

https://www.castoredc.com/
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What you’ll be doing

● Bringing a clear vision to implement a strategy for data insights at 

Castor

● Hiring, developing and further building Castor’s  data science team

● Positioning our data solutions in the market and engaging with key 

internal and external stakeholders

● Taking ownership for the entire data science workflow including 

project scoping, exploratory data analysis, model development, 

deployment, and monitoring

● Plan, deliver, and maintain Machine Learning solutions, in close 

collaboration with Product and Engineering teams

https://www.castoredc.com/
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What you’ll bring

You’ll definitely have:

● Solid background in Data Science, Data Engineering and Machine 

Lear

● Extensive experience with building your own data 

science/machine learning pipelines

● Solid understanding of semantic-/linked data principles and 

leveraging this type of data for ML/AI purposes

● Leadership experience in scaling and managing data 

science/machine learning teams

● You have commercial sense and experience in working with 

external technology partners and clients

● You have experience working with different kinds of data from 

different sources

● You are passionate about  artificial intelligence and follow the 

latest news about the field

It would be good if you had:

● Experience in working with (sensitive) clinical research data 

https://www.castoredc.com/
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Your main contact for this vacancy:

Yulia Bondar

Talent Acquisition Specialist, 
Tech and Product

yulia.bondar@castoredc.com

+31 (0) 6 38 38  21 21

https://www.castoredc.com/

